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This sassy style guide is for teens who wish to uncover the stories
behind a common looks, find their own style, and learn why is the
fashion world tick.Filled with beautiful pictures, this illustrated book
for young adults takes a unique look at trend.Through witty graphics and
shiny, lively text, teens can go behind the scenes of the unique fashion
world. From corsets and camis to tailoring and textiles, it reveals how
modern-day time appears, from runway to road fashions, draw on the
varieties of the history from the Middle Age groups to the Renaissance
and from the rebel attire of the 50's to the sport-inspired appears of
the 80's. Trivia, a glossary, inspirational quotes, and even more make
The Fashion Book a must-possess accessory for teens. Style icons,
designers, and top models all give practical ideas to create stunning
outfits, explain key fashion conditions, discuss careers popular, and
reveal secrets of the industry.
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Perfect Book for Teens and Tweens Just exactly the book I wanted for our
granddaughter. Our 13-year old niece loves it! the large amount of
illustrations make it perfectly for readers of different amounts with an
intention in fashion design. Just what you'd expect from DK Publishing..
Older styles. .. Five Stars Great gift for all age range of fashionistas
Fun publication for my daughter! that was a plus and the book was in
excellent condition. Bought this book for my little sister becuse she
got a fashion sketch pad for Xmas I briefly viewed the reserve which
arrived a time early which was a plus and the book was in excellent
condition... Great images and fun to check out all the designs. I bought
this as something special for my teen age daughter... Not what i
expected it to be. My girl loves this reserve and is always paging
through the designs and drawing dresses of her very own.i wouldnt desire
to order 1 from these publishers. Not really worth the amount of money
in my opinion Great book for a tween Great reserve for a tween.it offers
a brief history of fashion and just why that fashion was important I
think my sister will probably enjoy this Not what i expected it to be.
My daugher can be 10 and adores it. Five Stars Great book . Poor return
experience Super bummed with this experience. There is enough history
put collectively in an exceedingly easy-to-understand group of
chapters.Fast deilvery Five Stars Superb quality photos and info. Older
styles . She did not like it, so when I returned it I got less than 1/2
the value of what I payed for it.
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